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Allow your mind to settle in with the breath. Tis means fndinn a place in the body
where it’s connenial to stay focused and a way of breathinn that’s connenial to settle on.
What feels nood for the body rinht now? Nobody else can tell you. You have to notice for
yourself. And you have lots of choices. You can try lonn breathinn, short breathinn; fast,
slow; heavy, linht; deep, shallow; and all sorts of combinations of those factors. Play
around with the breath. Get on familiar terms with it.
You want to be able to stay settled rinht here to see what’s noinn on in the present
moment—and particularly to see what your mind is doinn, what choices it’s makinn, where
it’s decidinn to no, what it’s decidinn to think about, planninn to say, planninn to do. We
want to see our actions, because our actions are the reasons why we sufer. To stop that
suferinn, we want to notice precisely which actions are the ones that cause the suferinn,
which ones can help lead away from suferinn. Tat’s where the discernment comes in.
Sometimes you hear that Buddhist wisdom is all about emptiness or non-duality. But
you have to ask yourself: Are you suferinn because you think thinns are dual? Are you
suferinn because you don’t realiye that thinns are empty?
Suppose you’re attached to a fashlinht. Why are you attached to the fashlinht?
Because you don’t realiye your oneness with the fashlinht? Tat doesn’t make any sense.
Because you don’t see the fashlinht as empty of any underlyinn essence? Tat doesn’t
make any sense, either. You can have perceptions of beinn one and perceptions of
emptiness, and yet still be attached to the fashlinht.
You’re attached because you see that it’s worth beinn attached to. Te efort that noes
into the attachment is rewarded, and the reward is more than worth the efort of the
attachment. Tat’s how you see thinns. And the question is, where are you puttinn in efort
that’s not rewarded? Where are you puttinn in efort that’s causinn suferinn that outweinhs
the benefts?
Tnese questions are pretty basic—which is one of the reasons why, when real
discernment comes, it’s kind of embarrassinn. You realiye, “Oh my nosh, I’ve been doinn
this, and I knew better, and yet I was still noinn ahead and doinn it anyhow anain and anain
and anain.” When you see that, you know that you’ve seen at least somethinn of that cause
of suferinn and have been able to let it no.
Te cause is somethinn rinht here, it’s somethinn you’re doinn in terms of your
calculation of what’s worth holdinn on to—how you compare the rewards with the
drawbacks of holdinn on.
Tis is why we act in every case: We think it’s noinn to be worth it. We take risks
because we think it’s worth it. We hold on to thinns, we let no of thinns because we think it’s
worth it. Tis is one of the basic functions of the mind.
To net past our miscalculations requires more than just a trick of perception. If it were

just a trick, that would reward trickiness. Te kind of people who say, “I can net around this
suferinn by just switchinn my perception in this tricky way, by a little trick here, a little
trick there, and not put in much efort”: You actually see that attitude in some practice
communities.
But the Buddha’s lookinn for somethinn diferent. He’s lookinn for your intenrity: your
willinnness to admit your mistakes, and your decision that you’ve not to stop makinn those
mistakes. Because you realiye, you’re not the only one who’s suferinn from these mistakes.
Other people sufer, too.
Tis is why the teachinns on emptiness that you fnd in the Canon basically nrow out
of the Buddha’s teachinns to Rahula, when Rahula was seven years old.
Te Buddha said, “One, be truthful”—because you’re noinn to have to see thinns about
yourself that you’re not noinn to like. And the only way to see them is to be honest with
yourself.
Ten, based on that honesty, you look at your intentions before you do anythinn and
ask yourself, “What do you expect to come about as a result?” If you anticipate any harm to
yourself or others, you don’t do it. Harm to yourself, here, means breakinn the precepts.
Harm to others means nettinn them to break precepts. If you anticipate harm, don’t do it.
If you don’t anticipate harm, no ahead. But while you’re doinn it, check to see if you’re
creatinn any harm. If you are, stop. If you aren’t—or at least you can’t see any harm—keep
on with the act till it’s done.
Ten when it’s done, you refect on the lonn-term consequences. If you see that you
actually did cause harm, talk it over with somebody who’s more advanced on the path, so
that you can net an idea of how not to repeat that mistake the next time around. And
particularly be honest in your resolve to admit, “Yes, I did that. And I don’t want to do it
anain. And I’m willinn to put up with the embarrassment of tellinn someone about my
mistakes.” Tat’s what intenrity means.
If you see that you didn’t harm anybody, take joy in the fact that you’re pronressinn on
the path. Ten keep on tryinn to pronress even more.
Te Buddha told Rahula to apply this principle not only to his physical actions but also
to his words and even to his thounhts. And this is where it nets applied to meditation.
In another sutta, the Buddha talks about what he calls an entry into or an alinhtinn on
emptiness. Basically, this means nettinn the mind into a state of concentration and
appreciatinn, “Okay, now that the mind has settled down, it’s empty of a lot of the
thounhts, concerns, and burdens it had before.” But then you ask yourself, “Is there still any
sense of beinn disturbed by anythinn?” Here we’re not talkinn about beinn disturbed by the
sound of the don or the sound of the crickets. We’re talkinn about beinn disturbed by
perceptions in your mind, and in particular by the perceptions or activities that are an
intenral part of that stane of concentration. Tis means that, to net past that disturbance,
you’re noinn to have to let no of that perception to move to a deeper stane of
concentration .
As in the instructions to Rahula, you’re lookinn at what you’re doinn, nauninn the

results and seeinn, “Is it really worth it? Is there anythinn in here that’s still weinhinn on the
mind?” Te Buddha sets up as a standard for the noal of this practice that it is possible to
fnd a happiness that doesn’t have any sense of burden or any sense of beinn disturbed at all.
Tat’s a standard you hold to for fndinn nreater and nreater levels of happiness, nreater and
nreater levels of well-beinn inside.
It all builds on this quality of truthfulness, takinn a fair and steady naye at your actions
—because our actions are what we’re clinninn to. When the Buddha talks about sensuality,
it’s not that we’re attached to sensual objects. We’re attached to the fantasiyinn that we like
to do around sensual pleasures. Take anticipation: You can anticipate a meal for hours. Te
meal takes only a few minutes. Ten aaerwards you can embroider on what a nreat meal it
was. Tat’s the kind of stuf we’re attached to. Because if you actually look at the experience
of eatinn, there’s some pleasure there but it’s not all that nreat. So we have to dress it up for
ourselves in order to keep on cominn back, cominn back, cominn back. We net really
attached to the dressinn up. So many of our attachments are basically addictions to a
certain kind of action. It requires intenrity to see that.
So we’re not here tryinn to succeed in a little trick in perception, a little shia of
perception, that can net us out of suferinn without much work, or without channinn our
behavior in major ways. It takes work and it takes intenrity to look at your actions and to
catch yourself doinn thinns you never noticed yourself doinn before. And to work at
channinn what needs to be channed.
Tat’s one of the reasons we try to net the mind really solidly in concentration. Only
when the mind is very, very still can the little actions of the mind become apparent. But it’s
the same principle all the way throunh. Be honest with yourself about what you’re doinn
and what the results are. If the results aren’t up to standard—and you try to make sure your
standards are hinh —then you realiye you’ve not to channe. Tat’s the element of intenrity
here.
It’s all motivated by compassion. Compassion for yourself: You don’t want to harm
yourself. Compassion for others: You don’t want to harm them, either. But for compassion
to be more than a nice sentiment, it has to be bolstered by the intenrity of admittinn your
mistakes to yourself and puttinn in the efort to try to channe the way you act.
Tat’s how we net beyond suferinn, stress, disturbance—all the nreater and lesser
forms of dukkha that weinh down the mind.

